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Specialized Group no.20 "Special insulation products and systems" of the
Commission in charge of issuing Technical Assessments and Technical Application
Documents examined, on 15 October 2015 the reflective products used in thermal
insulation systems "Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global /XL Premium 50
Global" for application in attics presented by the KDB ISOLATION company. It
formulated, for this system, the Technical application document 20/15-359 for use
in European France. This document cancels and supersedes the Technical
Application Document 20/11-238.
1.

Brief description

1.1

Brief description

Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global is an indoor heat insulation
complement using an Expert 50 / XL Premium 50 reflective product
(thickness 50 mm) including 2 low emission faces on both sides
associated with an insulation product under a Technical Assessment
and certified ACERMI or similar. This product is fitted tight and
fastened on a wooden or metallic frame on the indoor side of
building.

- Any provisions relative to safety distances between the flue and the
combustible element as defined by the NF DTU 24.1 standard.

Provisions relative to housing buildings
Interior cladding must meet the criteria of the "Guide of indoor
insulation of housing buildings for risks in case of fire" and may be
fitted in compliance with currently enforced DTUs and Technical
Assessments.

Provisions applicable to buildings related with the labour code
In all cases, the instructions of the guide on indoor insulation of
housing buildings shall be complied with.

Air weather-stripping on the main part and on the periphery allows for
one or two air spaces participating in global thermal resistance of the
wall.

In the case of buildings whose lower floor of the last level is higher
than eight metres from the ground, these provisions allow meeting
the requirements of article 9 of the order of 5 August 1992.

The inside insulated walls concerned are the inclined wall of
converted attics and on the under face of attic floors.

Safety in case of earthquake

1.2

Identification of products

Each roll features a label indicating:

According to the nomenclature defined by the order of 22 October
2010, the process is applicable in any seismicity zone, for any class
of soil and category of importance of building.

Environmental data

 Name and address of the dealer
 Product's commercial designation: Expert 50 or XL Premium 50
 Dimensions, length, width and thickness
 A batch number.
 The CE marking.

2.

Assessment

The Expert 50 / XL Premium 50 product has no environmental
declaration (ED) and hence may claim no particular environmental
performance.
We remind that the ED is not considered in the analysis of the
process's suitability for use.

Sanitary aspects

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL contributes to the
insulation of new or existing individual houses or housing buildings,
with low or medium hygrometry in the meaning of DTU no. 43.1
(national document ) and 20.1 (W/n ≤ 5 g/m3), normally heated and
ventilated.

This assessment is formulated based on the written commitment of
the holder to observe the regulation, and particularly all regulatory
obligations relative to hazardous substances, for their manufacturing,
integration into structures of the scope accepted, and their use.
Checking of the information and statements issued in application of
currently enforced regulations is outside the scope of this
assessment. The holder of this assessment remains fully liable for
this information and these statements.

The process can be used in all climatic zones of France (for Europe
climate only). In the case of thermal insulation in a very cold zone,
the rules of implementation relative to mountain climate shall apply.

Prevention and control of accidents during
implementation and maintenance

2.1

Accepted scope of use

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL applies to the rampant
(inclined wall), the rampant abutments and on the under face of
floors of concerted or non-converted attics.
The process adapts to the 2 types of framework:
 Traditional framework
 Industrial framework: risen trusses
Agricultural, industrial and agro-food buildings or public assembly
buildings (PAB) are not included in intended use.

2.2

Assessment of the system

Stability
This system does not contribute to the stability of the construction.

Fire safety
General
 This process is not designed to remain apparent.
 The process meets currently enforced requirements. The fitter
company shall enquire the Project Owner about compliance of the
electrical installation before fitting the insulators, and shall observe:
- The instructions in the Technical File on spotlights embedded in the
ceiling,
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The Expert 50 or XL Premium 50 product has a Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS). The purpose of the MSDS is to inform the user of this
product about the hazards linked with its use and on the preventive
measures to be applied to prevent them, particularly by wearing
personal protection equipment (PPE).

Thermal insulation
Compliance with regulatory requirements shall be checked
individually in regard of the different regulations applicable to the
building. (See Appendix to this Assessment). The thickness of the
associated CERMI-certified product shall be adapted to the type of
wall to meet the regulatory requirements requested (example of
calculation: Table Appended to the technical file).
The useful intrinsic thermal resistance of the product under the
Expert 50 or XL Premium 50 commercial designation as per NF EN
16012 is 1.30 m²K/W. Emissivity of the external face is 0.07.
The product can be fitted according to two methods, see technical
assessment:
- With a non-ventilated air space (air sealed)
- With 2 non-ventilated air spaces (air sealed)
Thermal resistance of the non-ventilated air space in direct contact
with the product is given in the following table. This resistance is
determined as per the NF EN ISO 6946 standard and the Th-U rules.
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Configuration

Product
alone

Product
+
1 air
space (1)

Useful
Vertical wall (attic
1.30
1.90
thermal
abutments)
resistance of (Horizontal flow)
the product Attic floor or rampant
1.30
1.70
in m²K/W
(Ascending flow)
(1) The useful thickness of an air space ≥ 20mm.

Product
+
2 air
spaces(1)
2.50

2.3
2.31

Technical specifications
Design conditions

 The condition of the premises shall be checked before fitting, as
specified in the Technical File by the project owner.
 The maximum centre distance between the frame elements is 600 mm.

2.15

The nominal thickness of an air space ≥ 40 mm. See technical
file.
The air spaces are non-ventilated (air sealed)
Note: - The difference between the nominal thickness of the air spaces
and the minimum useful thickness results from fitting
tolerances.
- The air space on the internal cladding side is also
designated as a technical space in the technical assessment

Acoustic insulation
The process has not been subject to an acoustic evaluation.
Acoustic regulations (orders of 30 June 1999 and 25 April 2003)
require a minimum insulation from outside noise (DnT,A,tr ≥ 30 dB)
for housing, schooling, hotel and health buildings. Compliance with
the latter shall be checked according to the performance of each of
the elements in the envelope (RA,tr or Dne,w + Ctr in dB) as well as
the volume of the reception room.
It is reminded that meeting acoustic insulation requirements,
particularly those of the new Acoustic Regulations set by the order of
30 June 1999, does not depend only on the cladding partition, but
also on the design of the structures it is connected to and the design
of the fittings or links.

2.32

Fitting conditions

 The products must be tight and maintained as such by stapling or
using double sided adhesive tape during fitting.
 The adhesive space built into the product and the adhesive tape
used for width end pieces shall be applied on clean products to
ensure gluing is durable and effective.
 The elements necessary to fasten the inside cladding mechanically
shall meet the requirements of the NF P72-203 standard (Ref. NF
DTU 25.41) to allow the assembly to be made: cladding frames
and fasteners when in gypsum board (the frames are designed to
maintain the insulator when building the entire wall). Therefore,
refer to the NF P 72-203 standard which describes the conditions
for fitting the hangers and gypsum boards.

2.33

Worksite project hand-over

In case of inspection of the premises for thermal performance, refer
to paragraph 2.2 "Thermal insulation" to determine this performance,
particularly according to weather-stripping of any air spaces close to
the product.

Conclusions

Prevention of accidents during implementation

Overall assessment

It may be ensured normally.

Using the process in the scope proposed is favourably assessed.

Sealing

Validity

 To air: the process is not intended to ensure air sealing of the wall
on itself.

Until October 30, 2020

5 years

 To water: the process is not intended to ensure sealing to water,
nor act as a flexible sub-roof screen.

For Specialized Group no. 20
Chairman

 To water vapour: the vapour flow in the current part is negligible
(Sd=230m).

2.21

Durability – Maintenance

Considering,
 The positioning of the products in applications protected from UV
radiation, major temperature variations, and mechanical stresses,

3.

Complementary remarks from the
Specialised Group

 The choice of proven materials (polyester, adhesive, etc.),

As indicated in the information note of Specialized Group no.20,
thermal performance of this process considers the following:

 The experience acquired,

 durability tests performed,

 The results meeting ageing tests,

 emissivity measurements,

A satisfactory durability may be forecast.

 weather-stripping of the air spaces, requiring particular care when
fitting,

2.22

Manufacturing and control

The reflective products and their constituents are subject to selfinspection making it possible to ensure reliability of the performance
declared.

2.23

Supply

KDB Isolation ensures the supply of rolls of product and the adhesive
space. All other elements can be provided directly by the fitter, in
compliance with the Technical File.

2.24

Installation

Fitting is delicate:
 To ensure tight fitting and obtain a uniform thickness of the air space
 To obtain neat weather-stripping.
Fitting is performed by providers trained by the KDB Isolation
company.

 permanent thickness of the air spaces requiring tight and stapled
fitting.
This process is applicable only with the adhesive tape referenced in
the Technical File.
EXPERT 50 / XL Premium 50 is fitted on the inner side, hot side and
not above insulation fitted beforehand.
The Product is under CE marking assessed as per EN 16012 with a
declared resistance of 1.50 m²K/W. The useful thermal resistance of
the product is 1.30 according to the Th-Bat Rules.
The thermal performance given in this Assessment associating an air
space between EXPERT 50 / XL Premium 50 and the insulation fitted
beforehand is applicable only in the presence of a membrane
ensuring this air space is air-sealed.
The external insulation must be fitted in compliance with the
provisions of CPT 3560_V2. If not, prior work may be required to
retrofit this insulation in compliance with this CPT.
The manufacturer imposes a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) in
compliance with Appendix 2 of Reach regulations. It is available upon
request from the manufacturer who is required to supply it.

The Rapporteur of Specialized Group no. 20
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Appendix
1.

Reminder on requirements specific to thermal regulations

Specific requirements on the process covered in this Technical Application Document are detailed below. However they must be checked when
designing the structure to consider any regulatory changes.
Table 1 - Regulatory requirements

Minimum regulatory values

Walls exposed to the outside

Walls exposed to an unheated
volume

Walls exposed to premises
occupied discontinuously

Global ex RT
(order of 13 June 2008)

Up ≤ 0.45

Up ≤ 0.45/b

-

Ex RT per element
(order of 3 May 2007)

RT ≥ 2.3 or RT ≥ 2*

RT ≥ 2

-

RT 2005
(order of 24 May 2006)

Up ≤ 0.45

Up ≤ 0.45/b

-

RT 2012
(order of 26 October 2010 and 28
December 2012)

**

**

Up ≤ 0.36

* Adaptation case as per Order of 3 May 2007.
** There is no insulation requirement, RT 2012 imposes a requirement on the global energy performance of the building.
Where:
Up: surface thermal transmission coefficient of the walls (in W/(m².K))
RT: total thermal resistance of the wall after renovation (in m².K/W)
b: loss reduction coefficient

2.

Reminder of the calculation rules applicable

The Up coefficient of the wall is obtained below by considering the linear and punctual loss coefficients:

Up =

1
 iLi   j

Rs i  Ru  Rc  Rs e
A

Where
Up = Global surface transmission coefficient of the insulated wall, in W/ (m 2.K),
Rsi and Rse = superficial resistances, m2.K/W.
Ru = Useful thermal resistance of the insulation applied to the current part, m 2.K/W (see ACERMI certificate)
Rc = Thermal resistance of the other wall element in the main part (backing wall, etc.), in m2.K/W.
i = Linear loss coefficient corresponding to any frame elements, determined according to the Th-U rules, in W/ (m.K).
Li = Length of the frames for the surface considered A, in m.
j = Punctual loss coefficient corresponding to any frame elements, determined according to the Th-U rules, in W/K.
A = Wall surface considered for the calculation, in m2.

Hypotheses used for the examples of calculation of the surface thermal transmission coefficient Up
Between Trusses
140, 160, 180, 200
Thickness in mm
Between Rafters
60
Insulator fitted
Under Rafters
45, 60, 80
beforehand
Between Rafters or Trusses
32, 35,38
Thermal conductivity in mW/m°K
Under Rafters
32, 35, 38, 40
Expert 50 Global / XL
1 single air space on under face
Intrinsic R = 1.30 m²°K/W
ε = 0.07
Premium 50 Global
Centre distance in mm
450, 600
Rafters
Cross-section in mm x mm
60 x 80
Back-rafters
Cross-section in mm x mm
60 x 45, 60, 80
Centre distance in mm
1500
Purlins
Cross-section in mm x mm
80 x 200
Cleats
Cross-section in mm x mm
40 x 40
Metallic furrings
Cross-section in mm x mm
17.5 x 50

60 mm

Insulator thickness between rafters
45 mm

Insulator thickness under rafters
Insulator lambda between rafters

0.032

60 mm

0.035

0.038

0.032

80 mm

0.035

0,038 *

0.032

0.035

0.038

Insulator lambda under rafters

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

Uc [W/m².K]

0.19

0.19

0.2

0.16

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.19

0.15

0.15

0.16

0.16

0.15

0.16

0.16

0.17

0.16

0.16

0.17

0.17

Y purlin [W/m.K]

0.032

0.035

0.037

0.035

0.034

0.033

0.033

0.037

0.037

0.036

0.035

0.04

0.039

0.038

0.038

0.036

0.035

0.034

0.034

0.039

0.037

0.036

0.036

0.041

0.04

0.039

0.038

Y back-rafter [W/m.K]

0.003

0.0032

0.0033

0.0047

0.0042

0.0038

0.0035

0.005

0.0045

0.0041

0.0038

0.0053

0.0047

0.0042

0.0039

0.0058

0.0052

0.0047

0.0044

0.0062

0.0056

0.0051

0.0048

0.0065

0.0058

0.0052

0.0049

Y rafter [W/m.K]

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.014

0.016

0.017

0.017

0.014

0.015

0.017

0.017

0.014

0.015

0.016

0.017

0.011

0.013

0.014

0.014

0.011

0.012

0.013

0.014

0.011

0.012

0.013

0.014

 p/r intersection [W/m.K]

0.0025

0.0022

0.0019

0.0036

0.0033

0.003

0.0029

0.0033

0.0029

0.0026

0.0024

0.0029

0.0026

0.0023

0.0021

0.0037

0.0034

0.0031

0.0029

0.0034

0.0031

0.0028

0.0027

0.0032

0.0029

0.0026

0.0024

 rr/r intersection [W/m.K]

0.0011

0.0012

0.0012

0.0018

0.0017

0.0016

0.0015

0.0016

0.0014

0.0013

0.0012

0.0016

0.0015

0.0014

0.0013

0.0018

0.0017

0.0016

0.0015

0.0017

0.0016

0.0015

0.0015

0.0018

0.0017

0.0016

0.0015

0.26

0.26

0.28

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.25

0.24

0.24

0.25

0.25

0.24

0.25

0.26

0.21

0.21

0.22

0.22

0.21

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.25

0.26

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.21

0.21

0.20

0.21

0.21

0.23

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.23

* In renovation, in the case of insulators
already in place

450 mm

Rafter centre distance
Up

600 mm

Rafter centre distance
Up

0.25

0.24

Appendix: example of calculation
Table 1 – Surface thermal transmission coefficients Up p with two air spaces, on wood frame and cladding on metallic frame
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60 mm

Insulator thickness between rafters
45 mm

Insulator thickness under rafters

60 mm
0.032

80 mm

0.035

0,038 *

0.032

0.035

0.038

Insulator lambda between rafters

0.032

0.035

0.038

Insulator lambda under rafters

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

0.032

0.035

0.038

0.04

Uc [W/m².K]

0.19

0.19

0.2

0.16

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.18

0.19

0.15

0.15

0.16

0.16

0.15

0.16

0.16

0.17

0.16

0.16

0.17

0.17

Y purlin [W/m.K]

0.031

0.034

0.036

0.034

0.033

0.032

0.032

0.036

0.036

0.035

0.034

0.039

0.038

0.037

0.036

0.035

0.034

0.033

0.033

0.038

0.036

0.036

0.035

0.04

0.039

0.038

0.037

Y back-rafter [W/m.K]

0.003

0.0032 0.0033 0.0049 0.0044

0.004

0.0037 0.0052 0.0047 0.0043

0.004

0.0056

0.005

0.0045 0.0042 0.0061 0.0055

0.005

0.0047 0.0064 0.0058 0.0053

0.005

0.0068 0.0061 0.0055 0.0052

Y rafter [W/m.K]

0.024

0.023

0.023

0.017

0.018

0.019

0.02

0.016

0.018

0.019

0.015

0.016

0.016

0.013

 p/r intersection [W/m.K]

0.003

0.0027 0.0024

0.004

0.0037 0.0034 0.0033 0.0038 0.0034 0.0031 0.0029 0.0034 0.0031 0.0028 0.0026 0.0042 0.0039 0.0036 0.0034 0.0039 0.0036 0.0033 0.0032 0.0036 0.0033

 rr/r intersection [W/m.K]

0.0017 0.0018 0.0018 0.0022 0.0021

0.002

0.02

0.017

0.0019 0.0022

0.018

0.019

0.002

0.002

0.0018 0.0021

0.002

0.002

0.019

0.013

0.014

0.0018 0.0022 0.0021

0.002

0.013

0.014

0.015

0.0019 0.0022 0.0021 0.0019

0.002

0.014

0.0022 0.0021

0.015

0.016

0.003

0.0028

0.002

0.0019

* In renovation, in the case of insulators already in place

450 mm

Rafter centre distance
Up

0.27

0.27

0.28

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.26

0.24

0.25

0.26

0.26

0.24

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.27

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.23

0.24

0.27

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.23

0.23

0.24

0.24

0.25

0.21

0.21

0.22

0.22

0.21

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.23

600 mm

Rafter centre distance
Up

0.26

0.24

Appendix: example of calculation
Table 2 – Surface thermal transmission coefficients Up with two air spaces, E on metallic frame and cladding on metallic frame
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Technical File
prepared by the requester
A. Description

7
8

1.

Principle

9
10

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL is a process of
additional inside thermal insulation of attics. It associates the
EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 reflective product and an insulation
product under Technical Assessment or certified ACERMI or similar
by implementing one (minimum) or two air spaces in contact with
the product.

11
12
13

2.2

Internal reflector in
metallized polyester
Polyester down
Internal reflector in
metallized polyester
Polyester down
Internal reflector in
metallized polyester
Polyester down
External reflective film

12 µ

15

8 mm

80

12 µ

15

8 mm

80

12 µ

15

8 mm
200 µ

80
100

Product characteristics

The EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 product is fitted on the inner side
of a new or existing construction, below the rafters, between an
existing insulator fitted beforehand and the inside cladding.

Total product thickness is 50 mm ± 10%

The product is fitted tight and stapled over a wooden frame, in
compliance with DTU 31.2 or held in position on a metallic frame,
compliant with DTU 25.41, while implementing one or two nonventilated air spaces on either side of the product.

The internal layers (no. 2 to 12) are maintained together by
ultrasound welding. The two external reflective films are "spot"
glued on layers no. 2 and no.12.

1.1

Its mass per surface unit is 755 g/m² ± 10%

Destination

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL contributes to the
insulation of new or existing individual houses or housing buildings,
with low or medium hygrometry in the meaning of DTU no. 43.1 and
20.1 (W/n ≤ 5 g/m3) normally heated and ventilated.
The process can be used in all climatic zones of European France. In
the case of thermal insulation in a very cold zone, the rules of
implementation relative to mountain climate shall apply.

1.2

Application

Ultrasound welding

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL applies to the
rampants, the rampant abutments and on the under face of floors of
concerted or non-converted attics.
The process adapts to the 2 types of framework:
 Traditional framework

2 200-micron reinforced
reflective films

 Industrial framework: risen trusses
Agricultural, industrial and agro-food buildings or public assembly
buildings (PAB) are not included.

2.

5 12-micron reinforced
reflective films

6 downs 80 g/m²

Materials
Fig. 1 Expert 50 / XL Premium 50 cross-section

2.1

Composition of the multilayer product

The EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 product is an assembly of
13 layers.
Each external reflective film is made of 2 vacuum metallized
polyester layers reinforced with a reinforcement mesh. Each layer of
metallized polyester has an emissivity of 0.07 on both sides.
The outer face of the external reflective film is protected by a low
emission varnish.
The opaque layers are made of polyester down of about 80 g/m²
between which internal reflective films in metallized polyester are
inserted (emissivity < 0.1 on the metallized face).

The technical specifications of the EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50
product claimed are indicated in table 4 - Technical characteristics.

2.3

Integrated adhesive tape Superpose

On the level of the lateral ends of the EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50
product, a film of "Hot Melt" glue with a nominal width of 20 mm is
laid continuously on the external reflective film to ensure the ends
are juxtaposed according to the Superpose principle (see §4.472
Principle of assembly between ends). This glue film is protected by
"clay coated 40 g" paper for Hot Melt glue 35 mm wide silicon
layered on one "easy release" side.
Graded protection
incorporated adhesive

The product is made of the following successive layers:

Layer

Nature

thickness

Mass per surface
unit
in g/m²

1

External reflective film

200 µ

100

2

Polyester down

8 mm

80

3

Internal reflector in
metallized polyester

12 µ

15

Polyester down

8 mm

80

12 µ

15

8 mm

80

4
5
6
7

Internal reflector in
metallized polyester
Polyester down

Panel A

Panel B

Overlap tab

Fig. 2 Integrated adhesive
 Shearing strength: τ = 30 kPa
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2.4

Adhesive tape recommended to connect
two consecutive ends

Reference of the PMR Guide
An aluminised polyester adhesive tape (KDB 100/50) is used at the
points where the adhesive built into the product is not operative.
 Material: Aluminised polyester
 Width: 100 mm
 Length: 25, 50 or 100 m
 Glue: aqueous acrylic
 Shearing strength: τ = 38 kPa

3.

Manufacturing, checking and marking

3.1

The EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 is manufactured and distributed by
KdB Isolation. The production unit is located in Gilly/Isère (73).

3.2

2.51

Other materials (not supplied by KDB
Isolation)
Interior cladding

The constitution of the air spaces near the Expert 50 / XL Premium
50 product requires fitting either a wooden frame compliant with
DTU 31.2 or a metallic frame compliant with DTU 25.41.
The wooden frame is made of cleats with a height above or equal to
40 mm.

Manufacturing checks

The specifics of self-inspection are specified in table 3 - Quality
Control.

3.3
2.5

Manufacturing and distribution

Marking

Each roll features a label specifying:
 Company name
 Product name
 Dimensions (width, length, thickness)
 Manufacturing code in the form of a bar code
 A batch number.
 The CE marking.

3.4

Distribution

The metallic frame is made of U/40/50/40 rails and C/40/48/40
uprights compliant with the NF EN 14195 standard (see DTU 25.41
and the NF P 72-203-1 standard)

EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 is marketed by KdB Isolation with
construction material traders and construction outlets.

2.52

KDB ISOLATION does not offer Expert 50 / XL Premium 50 fitting
services.

Fastening staples

Wall type staple: dimension 18 mm minimum. This type of staple
requires the use of an electric stapler.

2.53

Glue sealant and weather-stripping foam

Elastic sealant class F 25 E: ensures air sealing of the junctions of
EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL in the periphery of
the structures, should the medium feature asperities (non squarecut frame, concrete block, …)
Example: SIKAFLEX PRO 11 FC or TRAMISIL 402 construction
A weather-stripping foam can be used when the voids to caulk are
large:
Example: Adhécell by Tramico

2.54

The KDB ISOLATION technical department offers the following to
fitters:
 Technical support on projects through a network of traders,
 Technical support in projects upon request from installers
 Training of personnel in charge of implementing the insulating
products during technical information meetings (about 30 per
year)

3.5

Storage and handling

The cardboard boxes must be stored sheltered from the weather.
When the rolls are removed from their cardboard box, they must be
stored sheltered from the weather and the sun.

Air sealing membrane for the air space

Flexible under roof screens homologated as per CSTB sheet 3651_V2
of June 2010 and which can be used as an air sealing membrane:

4.

Installation

 Resistance to nail tearing as per EN 12310-1 above 75 N

4.1

Principle:

 Tensile strength as per EN 12311-1 above 100 N/50mm
 Permeability to water vapour Sd < 0.10 m
 Air permeability below 0.3 m3/m².h for a pressure difference of
50 Pa (EN 12114 standard).
The junction between the ends and the periphery of the structures is
ensured by the adhesive tape and the cartridge glue defined by the
membrane manufacturer.

The process is applied according to two configurations:
 With an air space in front of the insulator (technical space), a
space of non-ventilated air,
 With two air spaces: air strips in front and behind the EXPERT
50/XL PREMIUM 50. This air space is non-ventilated by the
presence of an air sealed membrane.

4.2
2.6

Packaging:

The product is packaged in rolls:
 Width: 150 cm
 Diameter 65 cm
 Product surface per roll: 15 m²
 Roll weight: 12 kg approx.

Checks prior to any application on the
worksite

These preliminary checks differ according to the nature of the
project: new construction or renovation.
The calculation tables appended allow the performance of the
structure planned to be estimated with regard to the currently
enforced thermal regulation. These tables cannot cover all particular
cases encountered in renovation or new construction.

Each roll is protected by a transparent polyethylene sleeve.
The product is packaged in boxes of 8 rolls
See Table 2-packaging.

4.21

Inspection

In compliance with § 4.1.3 of the CPT 3560_V2 (issue of June 2009),
the roof must be sealed and impermeable to rain. The frame
elements must be healthy and non humid. They shall be free of any
element likely to puncture the process: nails, unsheathed electric
cables as well as any element likely to puncture it.
In addition, the following points shall be checked.

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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4.211

Under-roof screens

adhesive tape with a minimum width of 100 mm. Overlapping
between the edges is 100mm minimum, both in width and length.

When an under-roof screen is fitted or maintained, ensure the rules
of the art are observed, particularly the ventilation of the air space
under the roof, according to the case and provisions planned
(homologation, DTU series 40, e-Cahier 3651-2_V2)

4.212

Rafter
Air sealing membrane

Insulator fitted beforehand

Insulator fitted beforehand

When an insulator fitted beforehand is in place, ensure it has the
following characteristics:
Wall plate

 No trace of humidity,
 The insulator is not altered by outside elements,
 No untimely air ingress or punctual crushing; the insulator
completely filled the space assigned to it.

Unventilated
air space
Cladding

4.213

Wooden frame

Fluid networks and electric sheaths

Wooden cleat cross-section ≥ 40 mm

Position inside the air space on the inner side the water pipes,
electric sheaths and networks, and check proper weather-stripping
beside the perforations of the EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50
GLOBAL process and the air sealing membrane.

Expert 50

If a part of the networks must remain in the false attic or behind the
abutment, they must be insulated and access traps installed for
inspection purposes.

4.214

Chimney flues

The NF DTU 24.1 standard plans a fire safety protection which
depends on the nature and type of chimney flue as well as its
temperature class. These provisions relative to safety distances must
be observed in all points.

4.3

Sealing return

General principle of installation

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL is fitted inside
(heated side) of a new or existing construction, between an insulator
fitted beforehand and the interior cladding.

Wooden cleat cross-section ≥ 40 mm

Fig. 3 Fitting without under-roof screen with air sealing
membrane of the air space
In new construction, refer to CPT 3560_V2 (issue June 2009).

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL is fitted with one or
two non-ventilated air spaces on either side, whatever the type of
frame: traditional frame or industrial frame: risen trusses, in new or
existing constructions.

4.31

Rafter

General on air spaces

Back rafter
Shield under roof

The creation of a space between the product and the final cladding,
and between the product and the insulator fitted beforehand
contributes to the thermal resistance of the wall.

Insulator fitted beforehand

The choice of fitting one or 2 air spaces depends on the thermal
performance sought. The useful thickness of the air spaces shall be
above or equal to 20 mm. This thickness conditions the cross-section
of the frames and the application of the process. The nominal
thickness of an air space is above or equal to 40 mm (thickness of
the frame or cleats).

Wooden frame cleat
40 x 40 mm
Expert 50
Unventilated air space

These air spaces must be non-ventilated (see AT 2-2).

Cladding

Confinement of the air spaces involves particular care perpendicular
to the junctions with frame elements, at the periphery of the
structures, at the passage of the electric sheaths and networks, and
joining of the ends together. These requirements are covered in the
chapter on singular points and throughout this technical file.

4.32

Process for weather-stripping the air space
located between the insulator fitted
beforehand and EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL
PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL

Considering the risk of air transfer through the insulator fitted
beforehand, an air sealing membrane must be fitted to create the air
sealing of the air space located between this insulator and the
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global product.
The membrane is fitted on the under face of the rafters and
industrial frames (risen trusses) against the insulator fitted
beforehand. The edges are joined together by the appropriate
9

Purlin

Fig.4 Fitting with under roof screen compliant with CPT 3560 V2
with a non-ventilated air space in front of the EXPERT 50 product.

4.33

Fitting principles:

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL can be fitted under
rafters between an insulator fitted beforehand between the rafters in
double layer and the inside cladding.

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL can be fitted under
trusses between an insulator fitted beforehand between the trusses
in single layer and the inside cladding.

4.34

Fitting with an air space

The maximum gap of the support frame authorized is 600 mm.
Several cases are possible:
Fitting on wooden frame

Rafter

The wooden frame shall correspond to the dimensions required in
DTU 25.41.

Back rafter

Within this context, the cross-section of the timber used shall be
above or equal to 40 x 40 mm. This timber shall comply with the
provisions of the NF B 52-001 standard and treated with a durable
preservation product compatible with the materials in presence.
(DTU 25-41)
Truss

Insulator fitted
beforehand

Unventilated
air spaces

Insulator fitted
beforehand

Expert 50
Unventilated air space
Cladding

Air sealing membrane

Wooden
frame cleat
40 x 40 mm

Finish cladding
(gypsum board)
Expert 50

Purlin

Fig. 5 Fitting on wood frame
with two non-ventilated air spaces

Fig. 7: Fitting with wood frame and an air space

Fitting with a metallic frame
Rafter

The metallic frame is made of U/40/50/40 rails and I/38/48/38 or
C/40/48/40 uprights used for installing partitions based on gypsum
boards (see DTU 25.41 and the NF P 72-203-1 standard)

Soft pre-impregnated
weather-stripping
foam

Back rafter

Rafter
Insulator fitted beforehand
Insulator fitted beforehand
Expert 50

Back rafter

Unventilated air space
Cladding

Cladding
Rail
Upright

Expert 50

Non-ventilated air space
Unventilated
Rail
Upright
Purlin

Fig. 8 Fitting with metallic frame and one air space
Fig. 6 Fitting on metallic frame

When fitting in contact with a wall, a flexible pre-impregnated
weather-stripping foam is inserted between Expert 50 Global / XL
Premium 50 Global and the wall to ensure proper air weatherstripping.

4.331

Fitting under insulation fitted beforehand in
two cross layers

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL is applied against the
second insulation layer with one or two air spaces (see 4.32).
In all cases, the CPT 3560_V2 (issue June 2009) "Thermal insulation
of attics" must be applied.
Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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4.3411

Fitting with two air spaces

4.36

Fitting direction

The widths are unrolled parallel or perpendicular to the purlins when
allowed by the centre distance of the supports.
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global is fitted vertically in the
following cases:
 Fitting under rafters

Rafter

 Fitting under counter-rafters with 2 air spaces

Back rafter

 Fitting under industrial frame: risen trusses
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global is fitted horizontally in the
following cases:
 Fitting under counter-rafters

Insulator fitted beforehand

 Fitting under rafters with 2 air spaces
Wooden frame cleat
40 x 40 mm

 Fitting under industrial frame: risen trusses with 2 air spaces

4.37

Widths laid in main part

Expert 50
Unventilated air space

4.371

Tight fitting principle

It is important to preserve the thickness of the air blades on either
side of the product. Therefore the product must be fitted tight.

Cladding

Using double-sided adhesive tape for temporary holding of the
product before final fitting of the lower maintaining frame is
preferred over the use of staples, which create thermal bridges
between the 2 faces of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.

Air sealing membrane

However, stapling is recommended before fitting cleats or metallic
rails on the product's periphery.
To connect adjacent panels in the main part, using the integrated
adhesive is preferred (Superpose® technology)

Purlin

4.372
Fig. 9 Fitting with wood frame and 2 air spaces

Rafter

Principle of Superpose assembly

One of the edges of the widths features two overlapping tabs. An
adhesive space protected with silicon paper is applied to the other
side. After removing the silicon paper, the tab of one "recto" side
can cover the width edge of the adjacent "recto" side, ensuring dust
sealing while guaranteeing longitudinal continuity of the reflective
face. Identically, the tab on the "verso" side covers the width edge
of the adjacent "verso" face.
Graded protection
incorporated adhesive

Back rafter

Panel A

Panel B

Insulator fitted beforehand

Expert 50
Overlap tab
Unventilated air space

Fig. 11 Assembly between widths

Cladding
Air sealing membrane

In the case of fitting in parallel with the purlins, ensure the tabs of
the upper width overlap the lower width in the descending direction.
More particularly, use a clean cloth to apply sufficient pressure
between the edges of adjacent widths to guarantee proper gluing
between them.

Rail

4.373
Upright
Purlin
Upright

Width end pieces

The Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global widths can be butt
assembled while ensuring that both ends to be butt assembled are
cut neatly.

Fig. 10 Fitting with metallic frame and 2 air spaces
On each face, a 100 mm KDB 100/50 reflective adhesive is fitted
overlapping the end pieces to be butt assembled.

4.35

Cutting principle

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL is cut using
appropriate equipment: utility knife and pair of scissors.
It is recommended to place a film of polyethylene on the floor to
guarantee cleanliness of the outer faces.
To prevent the process from peeling and facilitate product handling
when cutting in parallel with the edges of the ends, apply a few
pieces of adhesive tape perpendicular to the cut.
11
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Gradually fasten the horizontal cleats making up the wood frame
while ensuring accessibility to the connection zone of adjacent
widths in order to be able to fit the integrated adhesive tape
(Superpose technology) on the 2 product faces.

Butt assembly

Panel A

Panel B

The short specs of these cleats must comply with DTU 25.41
Fasten the peripheral cleats perpendicular to the first cleats to be
able to build the wood frame blocking the 4 sides of the Expert50.
Reflector A

KdB adhesive

Reflector B

Fig. 12 Width end pieces

Overlapping of the width end pieces by the reflective adhesive over
100 mm is always performed perpendicular to a support (rafter,
truss or bracket) or on a clean floor surface or a polyane or any
other protection against dust.

4.38

Fit the interior cladding.
Proceed identically with a metallic frame. In this case, the peripheral
cleats are replaced with metallic rails U/40/50/40 and the
intermediate cleats are replaced by metallic uprights C/40/48/40 or
I/38/48/38.

Step-by-step description of the application

The application techniques presented in the following chapters shall
meet in all points all the DTUs cited previously and the general
provisions covered in these documents.

4.381

Industrial frame: Risen trusses for refitted
attic with an insulator fitted beforehand in a
single layer between trusses and a single air
space

The application of the process is performed only with risen industrial
trusses offering an architecture allowing the use of the volume of the
attic.
The truss height allows installing a thickness of insulator fitted
beforehand exceeding 100 mm.

Truss

Expert 50

Insulator fitted beforehand

Wooden cleat

Unventilated air space

Connection between
panels Superpose
technology
Cladding

Fig. 13: Fitting with wood frame and a single air space

The insulator fitted beforehand is positioned between the trusses.
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global is fitted in parallel to the
trusses.
Fasten one of the horizontal cleats of the wood frame while blocking
one of the ends of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.
Fit a few strips of double-sided adhesive tape under the trusses to
ensure temporary maintaining of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium
50 Global which is fitted tight along the trusses.
Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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4.382

Industrial frame: Risen trusses for refitted
attic with an insulator fitted beforehand in a
single layer between trusses with 2 air
spaces and an air sealed membrane

4.383

Traditional framework with insulator fitted
beforehand in two cross layers with an air
space

The application of the process is performed only with risen industrial
trusses offering an architecture allowing the use of the volume of the
attic.
The truss height allows installing a thickness of insulator fitted
beforehand exceeding 100 mm.

Rafter

Expert 50
Insulator fitted
beforehand

Truss

Expert 50
Insulator fitted beforehand

Back rafter

Unventilated
air space

Wooden cleat

Unventilated air
space
Unventilated
air space
Air space

Cleat

Wooden cleat
Connection between
panels Superpose
technology
Cladding

Connection between
panels Superpose
technology
Sealing membrane

Purlin

Cladding

Fig. 14 Fitting with 2 air spaces and sealing membrane
of the air space
The insulator fitted beforehand is positioned between the trusses.
Fit the sealing membrane as instructed by the manufacturer and
implement the link between adjacent panels using the adhesive
indicated by the membrane manufacturer.
To eliminate air infiltrations towards the air space trapped between
the membrane and the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global,
ensure the membrane is trapped properly under the cleats in
periphery.

Fig. 15 Fitting the traditional insulator in 2 cross layers and
the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global with wood
frame and an air space
Measure the distance between the purlins to pre-cut the panels of
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global at the appropriate length
and add to this length the excess material to apply the returns on
the roof and intermediate purlins an on the wall plate (figures 7 and
8).
According to the space between purlins or between walls, implement
on the floor the link between adjacent panels using the incorporated
adhesive (Superpose technology).
Fasten one of the cleats of the wood frame while blocking one of the
sides of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.

The intermediate cleats are fitted perpendicular to the trusses.
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global is fitted perpendicular to
the trusses.
Fasten one of the horizontal cleats of the wood frame while blocking
one of the ends of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.
Tighten the Expert50 along the trusses and fit a few strips of doublesided adhesive tape to ensure temporary maintaining.
Gradually fasten the cleats making up the wood frame while
ensuring accessibility to the connection zone of adjacent widths in
order to be able to fit the integrated adhesive tape (Superpose
technology) on the 2 product faces.

Tighten the Expert50 along the counter-rafters and fit a few doubleside adhesive strips to ensure temporary maintaining.
Fasten the cleat opposite the wood frame by blocking the other side
of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global to ensure proper
sealing.
Fasten the other 2 cleats making up the wood frame while blocking
the appropriate sides of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50
Global.
Fasten other cleats perpendicular to the counter-rafters while
considering the short specs imposed by the cladding.
Fit the interior cladding.

Fasten the peripheral cleats to build the wood frame blocking the 4
sides of the Expert50.
Fit the interior cladding.

Proceed identically with a metallic frame. In this case, the peripheral
cleats are replaced with metallic rails U/40/50/40 and the
intermediate cleats are replaced by metallic uprights C/40/48/40 or
I/38/48/38.

Proceed identically with a metallic frame. In this case, the peripheral
cleats are replaced with metallic rails U/40/50/40 and the
intermediate cleats are replaced by metallic uprights C/40/48/40 or
I/38/48/38.
Fit the interior cladding.
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4.384

Traditional framework with insulator fitted
beforehand in two cross layers with two air
spaces

Proceed identically with a metallic frame. In this case, the peripheral
cleats are replaced with metallic rails U/40/50/40 and the
intermediate cleats are replaced by metallic uprights C/40/48/40 or
I/38/48/38.

Rafter

4.4

Treatment of singular points

4.41

Treatment of the abutments

Expert 50
Insulator fitted
beforehand

Unventilated
air space

4.411
Back rafter

Connection to attic floor

4.4111

Unventilated
air space

Connection to the attic floor with
one air space

Implement a return over several centimetres on the attic floor.

Sealing
Cleat

Ensure air sealing in the lower part with a wood cleat.
Rafter

Insulator fitted beforehand
Connection between
panels Superpose
technology

Cleat

Cladding

Wall plate

Purlin

Unventilated
Cladding
air space
Wooden cleat
Cross-section ≥40 mm

Fig. 16 Fitting the traditional insulator in 2 cross layers and
the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global with wood
frame and 2 air spaces

Expert 50
Wooden cleat
≥

Wooden floor

The insulator fitted beforehand is positioned in 2 cross layers.
Wooden girder

Fit the sealing membrane as instructed by the manufacturer and
implement the link between adjacent panels using the adhesive
indicated by the membrane manufacturer.
To eliminate air infiltrations towards the air space trapped between
the membrane and the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global,
ensure the membrane is trapped properly under the cleats in
periphery.
The intermediate cleats are fitted perpendicular to the counterrafters.
Measure the distance between the purlins to pre-cut the panels of
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global at the appropriate length
and add to this length the excess material to apply the returns on
the roof and intermediate purlins and on the wall plate (figures 2021-25-29).
According to the space between purlins or between walls, implement
on the floor the link between adjacent panels using the incorporated
adhesive (Superpose technology).
Fasten one of the cleats of the secondary wood frame while blocking
one of the sides of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.
Tighten the Expert50 on the primary frame and fit a few doublesided adhesive strips to ensure temporary maintaining.

Fig. 17 Connection to the attic floor with one air space

4.4112

Connection to the attic floor with
two air spaces

In the case of fitting with 2 air spaces and in the absence of
insulated attic abutment, implement the air sealing membrane in the
lower part of the rampant while ensuring it is sealed by fitting a cleat
in the lower part.
Sealing of the air space between Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50
Global and the sealing membrane is ensured in the lower part by
installing a return of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global
and fitting a compression cleat.
Air sealing membrane
Wooden cleat cross-section ≥ 40 mm
Insulator fitted beforehand
Rafter
Wall plate
Unventilated
air space

Fasten the cleat opposite the secondary wood frame by blocking the
other side of the Expert50 to ensure proper sealing.
Fasten the other 2 cleats making up the secondary wood frame while
blocking the appropriate sides of the Expert50.

Cladding
Expert 50
Cleats

Fasten other cleats parallel to the counter-rafters while considering
the short specs imposed by the cladding.
Fit the interior cladding.

Product return
Wooden floor
Wooden girder
Wooden girder

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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Fig. 18 Connection to the attic floor with 2 air spaces

thus reinforcing air sealing. In the case of a junction with a rough
wall or a non-planed frame, use a glue sealant (§2.53).
The use of standard silicon joint is not recommended.

Rafter

4.412

Connection to insulated attic abutment
Back rafter

Fit a metallic frame or wooden frame against the wall on the level of
the attic abutment.
Check the condition of the insulator fitted beforehand and fit an air
sealing membrane.
Fit EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL continuously, from
the rampant to the frame with a return of several centimetres on the
attic floor.

Insulator fitted beforehand
Expert 50
Air sealing membrane

Ensure air sealing of the sealing membrane and Expert 50 Global /
XL Premium 50 Global using wood cleats.

Cladding

Rafter

Air sealing membrane
Insulator fitted beforehand

Rail
Upright
Wall plate
Purlin
Unventilated
air space
Cladding

Fig. 20 / Fig. 21 Junction with intermediate purlin and ridge
purlin

Wooden frame
Wooden cleat cross-section ≥ 40 mm
Expert 50

Glue sealant

Sealed return
Wooden cleat cross-section ≥ 40 mm

4.44

Passage of electric or ventilation sheaths

Fig. 19 Connection to insulated attic abutment

4.42

Treatment of the junctions

The EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL junctions or
junctions of the air sealing membrane with the purlins, the frame
elements, attic abutments and attic floors must always be treated
with great care.
A return of a few centimetres on these different structures
maintained in place by a wood cleat reinforces air≥ sealing. In the
case of a junction with a rough wall or a non-planed frame, use a
glue sealant (§2.53)

Passage of the ventilation and electric sheaths through the air
sealing membrane and EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50
GLOBAL is treated using the adhesive tape used for the width end
pieces.
To treat large diameters (e.g. around the ventilation sheath), it is
recommended first to close the internal structure of the process with
the adhesive applied overlapping the external reflective faces. The
sheath is then sealed with this same adhesive.

4.45

Treatment of skylights

The use of standard silicon joint is not recommended.

4.43

Junctions with the intermediate purlins and
roof purlins

The treatment of skylights must be particularly clean, by rising the
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global properly between the
window and the neighbouring rafter to avoid thermal bridges at this
point.

Air sealing of the air sealing membrane on the level of the
intermediate and roof purlins is ensured by the glue sealant (see
§ 2.53). This sealing should be reinforced with cleats.
Stapling is possible regularly along the purlins while spacing the
staples by a few centimetres (about 20 cm). These staples are then
hidden by the cleats of the wood frame.
The EXPERT 50 / XL PREMIUM 50 junctions with the purlins, the
frame elements, attic abutments and attic floors must always be
treated with great care. A return of a few centimetres on these
different structures should be maintained in place by a wood cleat
15
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4.48

Air sealing membrane

Insulator fitted beforehand

Insulated double wall flue chimney

In inhabitable parts, the flue chimney shall be boxed as in DTU 24.1
using an M1 class cladding.
The safety distance between the outer wall of the flue and the
protection cladding is specified in DTU 24.1:

Skylight

This gap shall allow for free ventilation of the duct over its entire
length.

Glue sealant

A junction between EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL
and this wall can be implemented using the KDB adhesive.

Cleat

Expert 50

Expert 50

Cladding

Fig. 22 Skylight

4.46

Treatment of chimney flue junctions

Refer to the basic construction rules for applications of individual
chimney flues (DTU 24-1) and compliance with safety distances
when installing EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL.

KDB adhesive 100 mm
width or glue sealant
Air space

Insulator fitted
beforehand

Terra cotta flue liner

Ventila
ted
space

Wooden cleat
cross-section ≥ 40 mm

KDB adhesive 100 mm
width or glue sealant
Cladding

1 air space
Expert 50

Safety distance
Insulator fitted
beforehand

Fig. 25 Junction with flue chimney and fitting with wood
frame and one air space

Expert 50

Expert 50

Fig. 23 Chimney flue
Air sealing
membrane

4.47

Traditional chimney flue with duct and
rendering as per DTU 24.1

A junction can be created between EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL
PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL and the wall of a chimney flue duct if and only
if this duct complies with the provisions of DTU 24.1 and if the space
between this wall and the duct is ventilated.

KDB adhesive 100 mm
width or glue sealant
Wooden cleat
cross-section ≥ 40 mm

Unventilated
air spaces

Ventila
ted

KDB adhesive 100 mm
width or glue sealant
KdB adhesive strip
Cladding
Sealing calico

2 air spaces
Sealing calico

Expert 50

l
Fig. 24 Traditional flue chimney with duct and rendering

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35

Fig. 26 Junction with flue chimney and fitting with wood
frame and 2 air spaces
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4.49

Installation under non-converted attic
wooden floor

Before applying EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50 GLOBAL in
this configuration, check the following points:

4.410

Ridge

Fitting a cladding on the ridge requires fitting tie-beams fastened to
the ridge purlin. This layout ensures continuity of the Expert 50
Global / XL Premium 50 Global.

 No vapour barrier shall be installed above the girders; remove any
which would exist.
 No other screen, panel or process offering a vapour barrier shall
be installed above the girders.

Ridge purlin
Truss
Ventilation cowl
Glass wool

Upper tie
40 x 150 mm

Insulator fitted
beforehand

Metallic rail
Cleat 60 x 38 mm

Wooden floor

Wooden
girder
Wooden girder

Metallic hanger
Cleat 60 x 38 mm

Finish cladding
Unventilated air space

Wooden cleat

Metallic framework

Fig. 28 Ridge fitting for risen trusses

Truss

Metallic rail Sealing calico
and hangers

Ridge purlin
Seamless
waterproofing

Fig. 27 Installation under non converted attic floor

Ventilation cowl

Upper tie 40 x 150 mm

Insulator fitted
beforehand

The widths of Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global are laid tight
perpendicularly to the girders.
Measure the distance between the walls to pre-cut the panels of
Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global at the appropriate length
and add to this length the excess material to apply the returns on
the roof walls.

Metallic rail

According to the space between walls, implement on the floor the
link between adjacent panels using the incorporated adhesive
(Superpose technology).

Unventilated air space
Metalllic
framework
Metallic
framework
Purlin
Cladding

Fasten one of the cleats of the wood frame while blocking one of the
sides of the Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global.
Tighten the Expert50 perpendicularly to the girders and fit a few
double-sided adhesive strips to ensure temporary maintaining.

Fig. 29 Fitting on the ridge with 2 layers of insulation fitted
beforehand, metallic frame and one air space

The end pieces of the widths must be installed perpendicular to a
girder.
Fasten the cleat opposite the wood frame by blocking the other side
of the Expert50 to ensure proper sealing.
Fasten the other peripheral cleats perpendicular to the first cleats to
be able to build the wood frame blocking the 4 sides of the
Expert50.

B. Experimental results
Test reports:

Fasten other intermediate cleats while considering the short specs
imposed by the cladding.
Fasten hangers and metallic packings as per DTU 25.41
Fit the interior cladding.

Metallic hanger
Cleat 60 x 38 mm



Thermal and mechanical (CSTB) HO no.09-08004.



Emissivity:
-

CSTB-CPM no.08/260-13854

-

CSTB-EMI no.EMI 13-26045726

C. References
C1. Environmental Data1
There is no ED for this process. We remind that this ED is out of the
scope of the inspection of the suitability for use of the process.
Data issued from the ED is intended to be used to calculate the
environmental impacts of structures in which the products (or
processes) concerned are likely to be integrated.

C2. Other references

1
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Not examined by the Specialised Group within this ASSESSMENT.
Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35

The Expert 50 Global / XL Premium 50 Global product is marketable
in France from January 2008. About 600,000 m² were sold and
installed according to the installation models prescribed.

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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Tables of the Technical File

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM 50
GLOBAL

Quantity

weight (g/m²)

Tolerance

External reflective films

2

100

± 10 g/m²

Internal reflectors in metallised polyester

5

15

± 2 g/m²

Polyester downs

6

80

± 10%

TOTAL

13

755

± 10%

Table 1: Composition

Packaging

EXPERT 50 GLOBAL / XL PREMIUM
50 GLOBAL

Individual cover

Rolls of 15 m²

Number of rolls per box

8

Number of boxes per pallet

2

Weight of a pallet
(product + pallet)

220 kg

Table 2: Packaging

Material

Type of check

Frequency

"Superpose" adhesive

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Silicon paper

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Bi-reflector glue

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Down

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Intermediate reflector

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Bi-reflector

Supplier certificate of compliance

Each delivery

Finished Product

Type of check

Frequency

Bi-reflector gluing

Operator self-inspection

Each roll

Ultrasound welding

Operator self- inspection

Each roll

General aspect

Operator self- inspection

Each roll

Label aspect

Operator self- inspection

Each roll

Bag aspect

Operator self- inspection

Each roll

Product traceability

Operator self- inspection

Each roll

Width

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 822)

10 Rotations*

Length

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 822)

10 Rotations*

Thickness

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 823)

10 Rotations*

Mass per surface unit

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 1602)

Every week

Tensile strength

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 1608)

10 Rotations*

Tearing strength

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 12310-1)

40 Rotations*

Emissivity

Check by Quality Manager (ASTM C1371)

10 Rotations*

Thermal conductivity

Check by Quality Manager (NF EN 12667)

40 Rotations*

* Rotation = shift
Table 3: Quality Control
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Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35

Characteristics

Test method

Unit

Value

Tolerance

Roll length

NF EN 822

m

10.35

-0% + 2%

Roll width

NF EN 822

m

1.50

± 1%

Thickness

NF EN 823

mm

50

± 10%

Mass per surface unit

NF EN 1602

g/m²

755

± 10%

Water vapour transmission

EN 1931

Sd in m

360

360

±

Properties in traction
Maximum force
New condition
After ageing

EN 12311-1
or EN 1608

N/50 mm

EN 12310-1

N

EN 16012

-

Tearing strength (nail)
new condition
after ageing
Emissivity in new condition on both faces
Emissivity after ageing 28 days at 70°C and
90 % RH

256
275

225
200

± 50

± 50

0.04
0.05

± 0.01

Table 4: Technical specifications

Expert 50 Global/XL Premium 50 Global 20/15-35
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